Course program and reading list
Semester 1 Year 2023

School: Arison School of Business B.A

Mathematics I

Lecturer:
Mr. Hever Schulberg  hevers@runi.ac.il

Course No.: Course Type : Weekly Hours : Credit:
2379 Lecture 3 4

Course Requirements : Group Code : Language:
Final Exam 231237901 English

Course Description
Algebraic operations; Equations; Functions and Graphs; Mathematical computations in economics and business; Limits; Continuity; Derivatives and differentiation techniques; Second order derivatives; Optimization; Graphic description of functions.

Course Goals
Functions and limits and their applications.

Grading
- A homework assignment will be posted once a week. You do not need to turn it in at any time. However, past experience shows that students who do not consistently complete every homework assignment are unlikely to pass the final exam.
The final course grade will be based entirely on the final exam grade.

Lecturer Office Hours

By appointment.

Reading List